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Before starting this volume, I would not have thought that a book on veiling could be such a good read. What have I found to be so attractive? For
one thing, the writing styles are delightful, even humorous and irreverent
at times. Heavily represented among the authors are poets, novelists, even
graphic novelists, and other creative writers. Further, instead of the usual
focus on Muslim veiling, the volume also presents materials on veiling in
the other two sister religions, Judaism and Christianity. Yet it doesn’t stop
there. It points to veiling in early civilizations in Mesopotamia, among the
ancient Greeks and Romans, the Babylonians and Assyrians, Egyptians
and Persians, and to contemporary veiling among Hindus, Sikhs and Jains
in India, the veiling of deities in India, and male veiling among the Saharan Tuareg. We are treated to frequent changes of scenery, moving from
the history of veiling (and forced unveiling) in the Middle East to Hasidic
women in New York City, to covering saris in India, to veiling and unveiling of Catholic women religious in the U.S., to Amish women’s clothing,
to a contemplative, personal essay comparing veils to masks—just in the
first part. Although many essays are impressively footnoted, this volume
is more than your typical academic study: it consists of a wide variety of
approaches to the veil. Essays are generally more like mini-memoirs, relying on personal experience, ethnography, or incorporating the authors’
thought journeys regarding covering, based on their personal experiences
and reasoning. For example, also in the first section, an American Muslim
convert, Pamela Taylor, in her article, “I just Want to Be Me: Issues in Identity for One American Muslim Woman,” presents her reactions to feedback
from her environment and her personal thought-processes about whether
she should veil or not. She weighs the pros and cons. She had decided to
veil when she converted some twenty years earlier, as a way to avoid being
judged by her looks and to rather put emphasis on her personality, character and accomplishments, in her interactions with others. However, later
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she became concerned that she might be seen as an objectified symbol of
a belief that women are responsible for stemming male sexual disorder. In
both perspectives, Taylor argues that women are reduced to their bodies, to
their sexuality, and both perspectives are harmful to women. (I leave it to
the reader to find out what she ultimately decides to do and why!)
The essays are divided into three loosely themed, over-lapping sections.
The first, described above, focuses on the sacred aspects of veiling, how
people have used veils for sacred meanings and activities, to connote devotion to the divine or to ancient custom. The second section deals with the
sensual, physical aspects of the veil, how it is related to the body and to
feelings. In this section are essays on the history of stories about Salome
and “Her Dance of the Seven Veils,” the history of veiling among nuns in
medieval Europe, a graphic essay about wedding veils, relationships and
the internal meaning of veiling for a Jewish woman from an intellectual,
secular background, the social veil experienced by a Christian woman of
Syria, and some intriguing experiences of a Pakistani Muslim woman,
during her traveling, with veiling, identity and meanings. In this section
too, Michelle Auerbach tells of her instant attraction to the community
and magic of a Shabbat dinner, in spite of her up-bringing by “cultural
relativists” (203). She learned Hebrew, kept kosher, learned to pray, studied
Talmut—but stopped at veiling. When her live-in took her to synagogue
and expected her to be secluded in the women’s section, she became angry.
She questioned whether she was willing to marry him and wear a long
“rayon dress and a synthetic wig and pantyhose in August” (207). I won’t
say how the story ends, but found her thinking and strategizing, about
how to enjoy the attractive aspects of Jewish practice while avoiding the
expectations of modesty which violated her values, to be gripping.
The third section focuses on sociopolitical aspects of the veil. As it is in
Muslim societies and in Muslim-Western relations that the veil has become
so politicized in recent decades, the articles in this section focus mainly on
Muslim veiling. For example, Ashraf Zahedi, in her article about “Concealing
and Revealing Female Hair: Veiling Dynamics in Contemporary Iran,” presents a history of the politics of veiling in that country. From the pre-Islamic
veil as a status symbol of elites, through the pre-Safavid period of more exposure of women, to the gradual influence of Islamic religious authorities during
the Safavid period and more veiling of urban women, to the forced unveiling
of women in 1936, which lasted three or four years, and then the forced veiling in 1979 and after, under the Islamic Republic of Iran, veiling in Iran has
been subject to political power, with women and their dress and segregation
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used as markers of identity. Since the institution of the Islamic Republic in
1979, many women have fought against imposed veiling, wanting freedom
of choice. Other articles in the third section focus on purdah and patriarchy in India, veiling from the perspective of a little girl in newly Islamicized
Iran (through a graphic essay), the famous portrait of an Afghan girl in the
National Geographic, thoughts about ideology, cartoons about Islamic dress,
and discussion of confrontations and contradictions regarding veiling by
Sherifa Zuhur, based on her own research and experiences in Saudi Arabia,
Syria, Lebanon, Israel, and Egypt. From all the articles it becomes clear how
widespread the practice of covering has been in human history, how varied in
meaning, and how dynamic its practices and meanings have been.
I highly commend this book, as enjoyable and illuminating reading,
which presents some insider and even subjective perspectives on an actually wide-spread practice which all too often is seen as purely a Muslim
phenomenon. All too often Westerners have forgotten the centrality of
veiling in their own histories, and disdained and feared the veil as a symbol
of fundamentalist, Islamist groups, and have politicized the veil in their
on-going wars in the Middle East. This volume is a corrective to the mistaken current idea that the veil is strictly a Muslim phenomenon, and to
the many misperceptions and stereotypes about the veil.
Reading this book, I gained a great deal of respect and admiration for
the editor. Jennifer Heath is clearly gifted at conceptualizing a needed
volume—in this case a treatment of the veil which widens its boundaries
throughout history, religions, cultures and types of covering—and at pulling together a diverse, talented and highly thoughtful group of authors.
The message of her passionate epilogue rings true: enough has been said
about the veil. Now the agenda should be to work toward ending war
and violence, and alleviating poverty, sickness, and lack of education and
opportunities, and all other problems and disadvantages which plague
women and their children and harm women so much more than veiling.
Conditions for women around the world are getting even worse over
time. In spite of the Western obsession with veiling as the cause of women’s subordination in Muslim societies, Heath believes, “Neither legislation or bombing will ‘solve’ veiling” (320). All “the energy that has been
expended on veiling, unveiling, reveiling, or deveiling by non-Muslims and
Muslims alike” (320), would far better be used to work toward improving
conditions for women. In Muslim societies, Heath believes, “when women
receive equal rights” (320), veiling will either end or it will become a matter
of women’s choice, a personal decision, which is as it should be.
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